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USING A “BYSTANDER BOUNTY” TO ENCOURAGE THE REPORTING OF WORKPLACE SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Jessica K. Fink*

ABSTRACT

Sexual harassment has become a fact of the modern workplace—something that society laments and regrets, but that rarely shocks the conscience when it comes to light. In fact, both the least and most surprising aspect of workplace sexual harassment is the number of individuals who are aware of it occurring. For every Harvey Weinstein, Matt Lauer, and Louis C.K., there have been countless observers who knew about their depravity and who did nothing to stop their behavior. In this way, one obvious approach for reducing harassment at work seems clearly to involve mobilizing these bystanders—encouraging those who witness this misconduct to come forward and report the wrongdoing. Yet for a variety of reasons, bystanders often (quite rationally) choose to remain silent.

This Article suggests a novel approach to overcome the forces that inhibit bystanders from speaking out. In the context of financial crimes, the law has successfully encouraged bystander reporting by applying a bounty system that provides significant financial rewards to those who report the wrongdoing that they observe. Indeed, those who have observed financial wrongdoing have reaped millions of dollars in rewards, presumably overcoming whatever reluctance they once may have felt about disclosing the misdeeds of colleagues and associates. This Article suggests applying a similar bounty system to workplace sexual harassment; it proposes awarding bystanders a piece of the recovery when their reports of observed workplace sexual harassment culminate into successful lawsuits against the perpetrators of this misconduct.

Blowing the whistle on wrongdoing—harassment or otherwise—comes rife with countless concerns for those who consider speaking out. Giving such bystanders a financial incentive to come forward has worked in other contexts to override this reluctance. Perhaps the same can be true for those who observe sexual harassment at work, providing a much-needed step towards reducing this scourge in the workplace.
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I. INTRODUCTION

COUNTLESS tales of workplace sexual harassment have dominated the headlines in recent years, involving all sorts of perpetrators across all sorts of settings. From the celebrity stage to the factory floor, from the corner office to the employee break room, perhaps the only thing more shocking than the volume and breadth of these incidents is the extent to which they have become almost mundane.1 While

1. See Rosemary Kim, Note, Trying Something Old?: Incorporating the Dodd-Frank Act Into Modern Efforts to Eliminate Workplace Sexual Harassment, 43 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 351, 352 (2019) (recounting the “[h]undreds of household names like Bill Cosby and
many people bemoan the frequency of these incidents, the horror of just a few years ago—when the world discovered the depraved behavior of predators like Harvey Weinstein and Matt Lauer—seems to have abated to a significant degree.\(^2\) In far too many environments, sexual harassment has become a phenomenon that society laments and regrets, but one that no longer shocks the conscience of those who learn about its incidence.\(^3\)

Despite any ostensible complacency about this behavior, the mere prevalence of workplace sexual harassment should stop the public in its tracks. According to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), anywhere between 25% and 85% of women experience sexual harassment at work.\(^4\) In a 2017 *New York Times* survey, one-third of men questioned said that “they had done something at work within the past year that would qualify as objectionable behavior or sexual harassment.”\(^5\) In the fiscal year 2020 alone, the EEOC received 6,587 charges of sexual harassment,\(^6\) representing almost 10% of the 67,448 total charges filed with the agency that year.\(^7\) Importantly, even these statistics do not tell

---

Harvey Weinstein [who] have . . . been held responsible for sexual misconduct over the last few years’); see also Nancy Leong, *Them Too*, 96 Wash. U. L. Rev. 941, 952 (2019) (observing that “[t]he incidence of non-consensual [sexual] behavior persists across industries”—from academia, to construction, to the service industry).


5. Leong, supra note 1, at 952 (citation and internal quotations omitted).


the full story since many incidents of harassment go unreported, or even unidentified, by the women targeted. The EEOC estimates that approximately three out of four individuals who experience harassment in the workplace never report the behavior to a supervisor, manager, or union representative. Moreover, the agency found that “[t]he least common response . . . to harassment is to take some formal action—either to report the harassment internally or file a formal legal complaint.”

Faced with such jarring data showing the prevalence of sexual harassment at work, virtually no one disputes the importance of reducing this behavior. In fact, well before the #MeToo Movement occupied the headlines, employers, legislators, and members of the public were proclaiming the need to address this scourge in the workplace. In June 2016, just months before the Harvey Weinstein scandal broke and opened the floodgates to workplace harassment claims, the EEOC’s Select Task Force on the Study of Harassment in the Workplace issued a lengthy report, in which the authors wondered:

With legal liability long ago established, with reputational harm from harassment well known, with an entire cottage industry of workplace compliance and training adopted and encouraged for [thirty] years, why does so much harassment . . . take place in so many of our workplaces . . . [and] what can be done to prevent it?

More than six years later, however, the legal system, the public, and society as a whole continue to wring their collective hands, searching for a solution to this problem.


8. See EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 16; see also Claudia Benavides Espinosa & George B. Cunningham, Observers’ Reporting of Sexual Harassment: The Influence of Harassment Type, Organizational Culture, and Political Orientation, 10 PUB. ORG. REV. 323, 324 (2010) (stating that “only 13% of direct victims report . . . incidents” of sexual harassment) (citation omitted); id. at 325 (citing a study indicating that “just over 1 in 10 persons who are harassed report that incident”) (citation omitted); Catherine Houseman, Comment, A #MeToo Moment: Third Circuit Gives Hope to Victims of Workplace Sexual Harassment, 92 TEMPLE L. REV. 265, 282 (2019) (“The majority of victims simply do not report workplace harassment.”).

9. See EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at v.

10. Id. at 16 (emphasis added); see also Houseman, supra note 8, at 283 (“[O]nly one-quarter to one-third of victims report their harassment, and only two to twenty percent of victims actually follow through with filing a formal complaint.”).


12. EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at ii. Notably, the EEOC Task Force Report covered a broader range of harassment than is the focus of this Article, including not only sexual harassment, but also harassment on the basis of race, disability, age, ethnicity, color, and religion. See id. at 3.
This Article ponders a new way out of the quagmire that is workplace sexual harassment, presenting an approach for more robustly involving bystanders in preventing sexual misconduct at work. The Article draws upon the context of financial crimes, where the law has, through a bounty system, successfully leveraged bystander reporting to unearth wrongdoing. This Article suggests applying a similar bounty system to workplace sexual harassment by awarding bystanders a piece of the recovery when their reports of such harassment culminate in successful lawsuits against the perpetrators of this misconduct. Part II of this Article discusses the unsustainable nature of the current legal regime in which sexual harassment occurs at an alarming frequency, often with a multitude of bystander witnesses, yet where no one speaks up to expose this inappropriate conduct. Part II further explores the extent to which the current system does little to effectively encourage bystanders to come forward. Part III addresses the predicament of the bystander, examining the various reasons why those who observe sexual harassment at work choose (often rationally) not to report this behavior and hypothesizing as to what might alter the mindset of these individuals.

Part IV of this Article proposes a new approach to overcome the barriers that prevent bystanders from reporting harassment. By looking to other examples within the legal system—from the rewards offered to whistleblowers in the financial crime context to more recent examples of “bounties” under laws like Texas Senate Bill 8—Part IV questions whether applying financial incentives to bystanders in this context might encourage them to report sexual harassment at work. Part V considers potential drawbacks to this novel approach, focusing on the extent to which creating this type of bystander bounty might encourage individuals to levy false harassment charges against coworkers, as well as on the extent to which giving bystanders this authority might interfere with the privacy or autonomy of victims of harassment. Ultimately, this Article is intended to start a different conversation about ways to eliminate sexual harassment in the workplace. Without question, bystanders will need to be involved in that effort. This Article presents an unconventional—and perhaps more effective—way of encouraging that involvement.

II. A BROKEN SYSTEM: HARASSMENT SEEN BY MANY AND HALTED BY FEW

Sexual harassment not only pervades the modern workplace, it does so in a manner that is anything but private. As noted above, as many as three-quarters of working women claim to have experienced harassment at work. And significant numbers of men admit to having engaged in
sexually inappropriate workplace conduct. Thousands of sexual harassment claims flood the EEOC each year, with thousands more incidents remaining unreported. None of this is secret; none of this is a surprise; one need only barely pay attention to understand the degree to which workplace sexual harassment remains an ongoing problem.

Sexual harassment creates dire consequences for those who endure it. Victims suffer physical health consequences, including nausea, headaches, and exhaustion. They may also experience psychological distress, including depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorder. The harassment can take a toll on victims’ work performance, decreasing their job satisfaction, their productivity, and their organizational attachment. In some cases, the harassment can derail a woman’s career, creating lasting professional consequences. Research indicates that experiencing workplace sexual harassment “can damage women’s prospects for gaining employment, advancing in their careers, and attaining higher wages, while also potentially creating an offensive work environment that interferes with job performance.” It can also sideline female employees’ broader professional aspirations, making them “more fearful of diminished promotional opportunities, being fired from the organization, and experiencing an unfriendly work environment that may obstruct their capacity to perform essential job functions.”

Organizations likewise feel the impact of any harassment that occurs within them in the form of “lost productivity, wasted talent, . . . [litigation], and insurance costs.” The legal system that adjudicates harassment claims bears further consequences by increasing its already overwhelming caseload. Finally, those who witness this behavior in the

---

16. See Leong, supra note 1, at 952.
17. See sources cited supra notes 6–10 and accompanying text.
18. See Espinoza & Cunningham, supra note 8, at 324; see also EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 20–21 (discussing the physical ramifications of sexual harassment, which include “headaches, exhaustion, sleep problems, gastric problems, nausea, weight loss or gain, and respiratory, musculoskeletal, and cardiovascular issues”).
19. See EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 20.
20. See Espinoza & Cunningham, supra note 8, at 323.
25. See EEOC CHARGE STATISTICS, supra note 7; see also Maygen Martinez, Seeking Justice: Reform to the Resolution of Sexual Harassment Workplace Claims 5 (2020) (honors thesis, Georgia Southern University) (“The . . . flood of employment discrimination suits filed in federal courts could act to overload an already saturated system.”).
workplace—those who are not immediate targets of the harassment but who are forced to navigate this sexually charged work environment—may also suffer harm, experiencing their own set of professional and psychological ramifications. One might think that misconduct that often is so blatant and that carries with it such profound negative ramifications would spur a public outcry whenever it occurs. On the contrary, however, most observers of workplace sexual harassment choose to remain silent.

A. SEXUAL HARASSMENT AS THE MODERN WORKPLACE’S WORST-KEPT SECRET

The #MeToo Movement shook American society to its core. As countless celebrities and public figures became the target of egregious allegations, many Americans found themselves experiencing a degree of cognitive dissonance: How could these trusted (and in many cases beloved) individuals be capable of such horrific acts? Yet more than the horror involved with any specific allegation, more than the disappointment felt when once-admired individuals were revealed to be monsters, by far the most jarring aspect of this experience was the realization that these atrocities did not take place in secret. What quickly became clear as these tales of harassment unfolded was that, in many of these cases, everyone knew.

The exposure of Harvey Weinstein’s sexual misconduct represents perhaps the most prominent example of harassment that was known by many but discussed openly by few. Weinstein reportedly “kept his despicable behavior an open secret for decades.” Women within the entertainment industry had warned each other for years to avoid certain types of interactions with Weinstein, and members of the media had been induced to refrain from publishing stories about his behavior. As one victim of Weinstein’s misconduct observed, “I know that everybody—I mean everybody—in Hollywood knows that it’s happening . . . .

26. See infra Part III.A.
27. Cf. Sarah Banet-Weiser, Commentary: When “Nice Guys” Turn Out to Be Sexual Predators, FORTUNE (Nov. 30, 2017, 3:39 PM), https://fortune.com/2017/11/30/matt-lauer-sexual-harassment-nice-guys [https://perma.cc/4RQ3-KYW4] (“Profiling the celebrity men who have been recently accused of sexual predation in a way that contrasts their behavior with their professional achievements, families, and contributions to society personalizes their behavior as if it was an aberration rather than the norm.”).
He’s not even really hiding. . . . [T]he way he does it, so many people are involved and see what’s happening. But everyone’s too scared to say anything.” A “joke” regarding Weinstein’s behavior even garnered laughs during the opening monologue of the 2013 Academy Awards; host Seth MacFarlane assured the female best supporting actress nominees, “Congratulations . . . . You five ladies no longer have to pretend to be attracted to Harvey Weinstein . . . .” As screenwriter, producer, and actor Scott Rudin bluntly put it in a private Facebook post (which later was published): “Let’s be perfectly clear about one thing . . . . Everybody-f–ing-knew.”

Disgraced, former Today show host Matt Lauer likewise engaged in his own lengthy and flagrant campaign of workplace sexual misconduct without any ramifications. Indeed, if even some of the allegations against Lauer are true, it defies credulity that his behavior would not have been broadly known. Multiple women complained about Lauer’s behavior over the years—including one of his co-hosts on the Today show. Lauer reportedly “once dropped his pants in front of a female employee” and gave one of his co-hosts a sex toy as a gift, accompanied by a note describing how he might use the toy on a female colleague. He asked female producers to name their sex partners and “would openly discuss which [of his] female co-hosts . . . he would like to have sex with.” Individuals within the news industry have reported that Lauer, despite being married, “was fixated on women, especially their bodies and looks,” and

31. Ronan Farrow, From Aggressive Overtures to Sexual Assault: Harvey Weinstein’s Accusers Tell Their Stories, NEW YORKER (Oct. 10, 2017), https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/from-aggressive-overtures-to-sexual-assault-harvey-weinstein’s-accusers-tell-their-stories [https://perma.cc/V3SA-QQ72]; see also Kantor & Twohey, supra note 29 (“Women have been talking about Harvey amongst ourselves for a long time, and it’s simply beyond time to have the conversation publicly.”).
33. Cunningham, supra note 7.
36. Id.
that “[h]e was known for making lewd comments verbally or over text messages.”

It apparently did not raise any concerns when Lauer asked NBC management to install a button in his office that would allow him to discreetly lock his door from the inside without him having to get up.

The brazen (yet unreported) nature of Lauer’s conduct even shocked sophisticated industry insiders. NBC Morning Show host Joe Scarborough recalled attending events where Lauer’s misdeeds were discussed as “common knowledge,” including a roast that was held in Lauer’s honor. Scarborough recounted that “[t]here were a thousand people in the audience, like the most powerful people in media, and everybody that came up was making fun of Matt Lauer, about [him] pushing himself on people.” Importantly, however, even Scarborough does not claim to have reported Lauer’s behavior to NBC or otherwise taken steps to intervene, instead simply noting that he and his fiancée and co-anchor Mika Brzezinski “left early from the uncomfortable event.”

Further examples of this type of “open secret” abound. The comedian Louis C.K. was notorious for cornering women and then asking to masturbate in front of them, behavior that one of his accusers called “common knowledge in the comedy world.” Mirroring the experiences of women who moved through Harvey Weinstein’s circles, “younger female comics [had] warn[ed] each other about C.K.’s alleged behavior” for years. Outside of the entertainment industry as well, prominent public figures seem to have felt no compunction about blatantly and repeatedly engaging in workplace harassment. Former New York Governor Andrew Cuomo reportedly “fostered a culture of open secrets” for decades before allegations of his harassment of multiple women became public.

---


38. See Huddleston, supra note 35. One amusing exchange on Twitter captured the absurdity of this request—and NBC management’s apparent lack of concern about it: “nbc guy 1: hey matt wants a button at his desk to let him lock his office door without having to get up and make clear he’s locking the door. nbc guy 2: normal. let’s get him one of those asap.”


40. Id.

41. See id.


44. Framke, supra note 42.

45. Leah Hebert, Rita Pasarell, Tori Kelly & Chloë Rivera, Cuomo Moment: We Work in New York Government. Sexual Harassment in Albany is an Open Secret., USA TODAY
previously esteemed judge Alex Kozinski “created a world in which everyone knew what was going on, and everyone was complicit: whether they were victims or bystanders.”46 According to respected legal reporter Dahlia Lithwick, one of Judge Kozinski’s accusers, “[they] all ended up colluding to pretend that this was all funny or benign, and that, since everyone knew about it, it must be OK.”47 Moreover, an investigation into the conduct of formerly renowned Yale Law School Professor Jed Rubenfeld revealed “a pattern of sexual harassment of several students,” which “spanned decades” and “included verbal harassment, unwanted touching, and attempted kissing, both in the classroom and at parties at Rubenfeld’s home”—conduct that apparently (once again) was an “open secret” within the law school community.48

Thus, in countless workplaces, researchers find similar results: “everyone” knows about inappropriate conduct, yet no one feels comfortable speaking up. And the more powerful the perpetrator, the more pressured witnesses seem to feel to keep silent.50 This silence creates a paradox, which serves only to reinforce the acceptability (or at least, the lack of deplorability) of the harassing conduct. The silence empowers the perpetrator, leading him to believe that his behavior is justified—or, if not justified, at least highly unlikely to incur any punishment. As one researcher in this area observed, “the message the perpetrator gets is, ‘My behavior is normal and natural’ . . . . No one’s telling him, ‘I don’t think you should do that.’”51 So predators like Weinstein, Lauer, and countless others feel free to continue engaging in this misconduct in plain sight, confident in the knowledge that both victims and bystanders will continue to remain silent, thus perpetuating the cycle of workplace harassment.52


46. Leong, supra note 1, at 963.
50. See Lynn Bowes-Sperry & Anne M. O’Leary-Kelly, To Act or Not to Act: The Dilemma Faced by Sexual Harassment Observers, 30 ACAD. MGMT. REV. 288, 300 (2005) (“Particularly in the case of powerful harassers, the costs of high involvement by the observer may be quite severe.”).
51. Schulte, supra note 23.
B. THE FUTILITY OF CURRENT EFFORTS TO GET BYSTANDERS TO REPORT HARASSMENT

With so much harassment occurring so openly, one would expect that encouraging bystanders to speak up would be a key component to reducing this unacceptable workplace behavior. Sadly, efforts to persuade bystanders to report workplace harassment have enjoyed little success—as have efforts to fight workplace harassment more generally. For decades, employers, the government, and the population as a whole have been searching for ways to reduce sexual harassment at work—these efforts only intensified in the wake of the #MeToo Movement.53 The vast majority of businesses, for example, have adopted policies against sexual harassment,54 with most employers likewise conducting some form of sexual harassment training.55 Particularly as it relates to anti-harassment training, employers often expend significant resources; they may bring in trained speakers, hold seminars, and require employees to complete online training programs.56

Yet, for a variety of reasons, this training has been shockingly ineffective.57 Financial and practical constraints often necessitate that training sessions take the form of impersonal, online exercises, thereby limiting employee engagement.58 Accordingly, many employees treat the training as little more than a nuisance,59 “clicking through a PowerPoint, checking a box that you read the employee handbook or attending a mandatory seminar at which someone lectures about harassment while attendees

[https://perma.cc/73E7-YDHL] (arguing that “collective silence [regarding harassment allegations] endanger[s] and ultimately create[s] more victims”); see also Cunningham, supra note 7 (“The usual silence leaves most perpetrators of this toxic behavior free to prey on their co-workers and subordinates.”).

55. See id. (noting that 71% of respondents to a survey indicated that their employers conducted some form of sexual harassment training).
57. See Bisom-Rapp, Sex Harassment Training, supra note 56, at 63 (citing 2016 study conducted by the EEOC in which the Commission was “not able to determine whether standalone training is or is not an effective tool in preventing harassment”); Dobbin & Kalev, supra note 11, at 46 (“Neither the training programs that most companies put all workers through nor the grievance procedures that they have implemented are helping to solve the problem of sexual harassment in the workplace.”).
59. See McGregor, supra note 58 (describing the “disdain” expressed toward sexual harassment training programs—even by the very individuals who develop such programs).
glance at their phones.”  

Perhaps most disconcerting, many employers seem to adopt fairly cynical views toward their own harassment training sessions, using them to “promote[ ] a cosmetic rather than a substantive solution to bias eradication.” Even the EEOC has determined that “training, on its own, is not likely to change participants’ attitudes toward harassment.”

Faced with the need to do more than follow the traditional steps in order to reduce workplace sexual harassment, some have suggested bystander intervention training as a means of accomplishing this goal. The EEOC has adopted this position, recommending that employers incorporate bystander training into their harassment prevention efforts. Social science research is supportive of this position, as at least one study has demonstrated that “organizational efforts to end . . . [sexual harassment] that rely primarily or exclusively on target [as opposed to bystander] reporting are unlikely to be successful.” Yet to date, there has been only limited success with respect to any implementation of this endeavor. As it turns out, bystanders are even less likely to report harassment they observe than are the victims of the harassment themselves. While studies indicate that approximately 70% of women witness sexual harassment in the workplace, few come forward to report what they have seen. As

---


61. Bisom-Rapp, Sex Harassment Training, supra note 56; see also Susan Bisom-Rapp, Bulletproofing the Workplace: Symbol and Substance in Employment Discrimination Law Practice, 26 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 959, 964 (1999) (describing certain litigation avoidance techniques engaged in by employers and noting that “the recommended strategies teach managers to bulletproof their decisions but may do nothing to alter the conscious and subconscious discriminatory impulses that can drive decision making”); Schulte, supra note 23 (referring to the “canned webinar training on sexual harassment that checks the legal-liability box”); Jessica Fink, Unintended Consequences: How Antidiscrimination Litigation Increases Group Bias in Employer-Defendants, 38 N.M. L. REV. 333, 337 (2008) (arguing that the various strategies used by employers to minimize Title VII liability “ultimately do little to decrease employers’ discriminatory attitudes”).

62. Bisom-Rapp, Sex Harassment Training, supra note 56, at 71 (discussing the conclusion of EEOC Task Force that “training, on its own, is not likely to change participants’ attitudes towards harassment”).

63. See id. at 71–72; EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 54, 69; Schulte, supra note 23.

64. Espinoza & Cunningham, supra note 8, at 334.

65. See Dobbin & Kalev, supra note 11, at 47 (observing the failure of employers to apply bystander training programs in a sufficiently robust manner).


68. See Cunningham, supra note 7 (examining the various reasons for “[w]hy bystanders rarely speak up when they witness sexual harassment”).
Using a “Bystander Bounty”

one pair of researchers has noted, “observer nonintervention in [sexual harassment] represents the status quo in . . . many organizations.” Only somewhat more optimistically, another set of researchers found that while bystanders do sometimes involve themselves in workplace harassment, “their actions are frequently delayed, temporary or ineffective.” This research raises questions as to why bystanders often remain silent when faced with objectionable workplace behavior and—more importantly—what can be done to encourage bystanders to speak up.

III. THE PREDICAMENT OF THE BYSTANDER: WHY THEY STAY SILENT

The benefits of bystander involvement in reducing workplace sexual harassment almost seem too obvious to mention. Involving bystanders bolsters the enforcement of a workplace’s sexual harassment policies by adding additional sets of eyes into the reporting mix. Moreover, encouraging bystanders to speak up upon observing sexual misconduct can significantly interrupt a cycle of harassment, messaging to the broader workplace the unacceptable nature of such behavior and empowering employees to act when they observe it. Finally, encouraging employees to speak up about what they observe can greatly benefit an organization, potentially limiting employers’ legal liability in the wake of harassment incidents. For these reasons, various researchers have opined that organizational efforts to stem harassment without the involvement of bystanders would be incomplete.

71. See Carol T. Kulik, Elissa L. Perry & James M. Schmidtke, Responses to Sexual Harassment: The Effect of Perspective, 9 J. MANAGERIAL ISSUES 37, 37 (1997) (“[C]ontrolling harassment may require input from both victims and observers.”); see also id. at 38 (“An effective sexual harassment policy should not place a disproportionate amount of responsibility on victims to report harassment.”); EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 57 (“[Bystander intervention] training could help employees identify uncomfortable and offensive behavior . . . [and] create a sense of responsibility on the part of employees to ‘do something’ and not simply stand by.”).
72. See Schulte, supra note 23 (“[T]raining bystanders how to recognize, intervene, and show empathy to targets of assault not only increases awareness and improves attitudes, but also encourages bystanders to disrupt assaults before they happen, and help survivors report and seek support after the fact.”); see also id. (“When bystanders remain silent, and targets are the ones expected to shoulder responsibility for avoiding, fending off, or shrugging off offensive behavior, it normalizes sexual harassment and toxic or hostile work environments.”); EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 57 (arguing that bystander training “could give employees the skills and confidence to intervene in some manner to stop harassment”).
73. See Kulik, Perry & Schmidtke, supra note 71, at 38; cf. Robert Towey, Whistleblowers Ultimately Help Their Companies Perform Better, A New Study Shows, CNBC (Nov. 30, 2018, 11:31 AM), https://www.cnbc.com/2018/11/23/whistleblowers-ultimately-help-their-companies-perform-better-study.html [https://perma.cc/ME43-BA26] (discussing organizational benefits of whistleblowing and arguing that “the more employees call out bad corporate behavior, the less likely companies are to face legal action that results in big payouts of settlements and other legal fees”); see also EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 57 (“[Bystander intervention] training could . . . demonstrate the employer’s commitment to empowering employees to [report harassment].”).
ers are unlikely to see much success, and the EEOC has recommended that employers incorporate bystander intervention training into their efforts to prevent sexual harassment.

Bystanders can intervene in workplace harassment in a variety of ways—publicly or privately, passively or assertively. They may disrupt the behavior as it is occurring, actively challenging the perpetrator; they may provide support to a harassment victim; or they may decide to report the harassment to someone with authority to take action against the harasser. But despite the many ways in which bystanders can become involved—and despite the many obvious benefits associated with such involvement—few bystanders choose to speak out or take action. While surprisingly little attention has been paid to why bystanders remain silent, there are several reasons for this reluctance.

A. Bystanders Hesitate to Speak Out Due to a Fear of Retaliation

One significant reason why many bystanders choose not to speak out or otherwise intervene in sexual harassment at work is because they fear retaliation as a result of their involvement. Among victims of harassment themselves, fear of retaliation is the most common reason for not reporting workplace sexual misconduct; women often experience a broad range of harmful consequences at work if they come forward.

74. See McDonald, Charlesworth & Graham, supra note 70, at 549 ("Because responses by targets of [sexual harassment] are often passive, organisational approaches which rely exclusively on . . . targets bringing forward complaints to management are unlikely to be successful."); Bowes-Sperry & O'Leary-Kelly, supra note 50, at 288.

75. See EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 57–59; Bisom-Rapp, Sex Harassment Training, supra note 56, at 72; see also Houseman, supra note 8, at 293.

76. See McDonald, Charlesworth & Graham, supra note 70, at 550–51, 561–62; see also Espinoza & Cunningham, supra note 8, at 325.

77. See McDonald, Charlesworth & Graham, supra note 70, at 549–51, 561; see also Espinoza & Cunningham, supra note 8, at 325.

78. See McDonald, Charlesworth & Graham, supra note 70, at 550–51, 554–55.

79. See id. at 550–52, 555–56; see also Espinoza & Cunningham, supra note 8, at 325.

80. See supra Section II.A.

81. See Kulik, Perry & Schmidtke, supra note 71, at 37 (providing that research has devoted "little attention" to the ways in which non-victim employees respond to incidents of sexual harassment in the workplace); see also McDonald, Charlesworth & Graham, supra note 70, at 548–49 (discussing potential reasons for the lack of research on bystander responses to sexual harassment); Bowes-Sperry & O'Leary-Kelly, supra note 50, at 288.
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Accusers may be subject to discipline, negative performance evaluations, demotions, and other detrimental changes in their working conditions. They may be ostracized from their communities, and may even face potential legal liability if the person they accuse of harassment files a defamation suit against them. In some cases, women risk losing their jobs as a result of speaking out. For those who make accusations against a public figure, the ramifications can be life-altering. For example, since Dr. Christine Blasey Ford came forward with sexual assault allegations against now-Justice Brett Kavanaugh, she has faced continual harassment and has been forced to move numerous times. Indeed, several of Matt Lauer’s accusers chose “to remain anonymous to avoid shattering their lives.”

These risks play out with equal force for bystanders—those individuals who observe harassment at work. One study compiled by Australian researchers detailed the consequences to whistleblowers in this context, noting that “[they] suffer a loss of reputation” and that “[t]heir motives, character, mental stability[,] and trustworthiness become the subject of aspersions.” Moreover, whistleblowers are commonly “described as disgruntled troublemakers, people who make an issue out of nothing, self-serving publicity seekers, or troubled persons who have distorted and misinterpreted situations due to their own psychological imbalance/irrationality.” They may get “fired, [and] possibly [even] black-listed so that they cannot continue to work in their profession,” and they are likely to have “their professional competence . . . attacked” and “their professional judgment . . . impugned.” American researchers have reached similar conclusions, finding that many women fail to “report harassment against themselves or others because of fear of retaliation by the harasser or organization.” In one study, a woman who witnessed sexual harassment in her workplace declined to report it, reasoning that to do so would have been “political suicide.”
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The fears of retaliation expressed by bystanders for reporting workplace harassment play out in various real-world examples. In the case of Harvey Weinstein, countless assistants and other employees observed Weinstein’s misconduct but “felt trapped and unable to intervene . . . because they were afraid that they would be unable to work in the industry or that the restrictive nondisclosure agreements they had signed would be enforced against them.”96 Those who attempted to report Weinstein’s sexual misconduct to the Weinstein Company’s human resources department were purportedly told that it was “his company” and if they didn’t like it, they could leave.97 Employees concerned with Matt Lauer’s sexual misbehavior recounted similar fears. An internal review eventually conducted by NBC found that many employees who had observed Lauer’s behavior declined to come forward out of “a fear of retaliation and a belief that their complaints would not be kept confidential.”98 As one former reporter bluntly stated: NBC management “protected the s— out of Matt Lauer.”99

In less publicized settings as well, severe consequences can arise for bystanders who speak up about workplace sexual harassment. Court dockets contain countless cases involving employees who have allegedly experienced retaliation by their employers for reporting sexual harassment of a coworker.100 The well-known legal reporter Dahlia Lithwick has described the “secrecy and discretion” within the judicial branch as “the kind of toxic and corrosive secrecy that allows abuse and harassment and bullying to go unaddressed.”101 In her testimony before the U.S. House of Representatives Judiciary Committee on the issue of sexual
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harassment in the federal judiciary, Lithwick advocated for “creat[ing] a culture of bystanders willing to step up and report abuse, and to defend victims, even if at some . . . professional cost.” A relatively recent amicus brief filed “in a Fourth Circuit . . . case alleging harassment [in] a federal public defender’s office” quoted one witness’s observation that she “watched for over [twenty] years . . . the judiciary circling the wagons any time there was a complaint made by an employee,” noting that “[w]hen somebody violates the rules, instead of holding them accountable, the judiciary makes sure nobody comes in and tells them what to do.”

Of course, employers taking adverse action against an employee for reporting workplace harassment generally constitutes unlawful retaliation under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VII explicitly bars an employer from discriminating against any of its employees “because [the employee] has opposed any practice made an unlawful employment practice by [Title VII], or because [the employee] has made a charge, testified, assisted, or participated in any manner in an investigation, proceeding, or hearing under [Title VII].” Reporting workplace sexual harassment—whether that harassment was directed toward the reporting employee or toward one of her coworkers—falls squarely within the protections of Title VII’s anti-retaliation provision. Nevertheless, plaintiffs face a host of difficulties in successfully pursuing such retaliation claims, and the mere possibility of prevailing in this type of suit is often insufficient to persuade employees to come forward. In this way, the risk of retaliation as a result of reporting harassment becomes part of the “cost-benefit analysis” that bystanders undertake in deciding whether to get involved in these dicey situations. If bystanders perceive the potential risk of retaliation to be significant—and if they doubt their ability to successfully combat such retaliation in court—they may decide to remain silent. Therefore, convincing bystanders to speak out about workplace
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harassment will require negating or otherwise overriding this fear of retaliation.

B. Bystanders Hesitate to Speak Out Due to the “Bystander Effect”

In addition to fears of retaliation discouraging bystanders from speaking out, bystanders also often choose to remain silent about workplace harassment due to a phenomenon known as the “bystander effect.” The bystander effect refers to the idea that “we are less likely to help a victim when others are also present.” Oftentimes, the reluctance to take action or speak up stems from a diffused sense of responsibility—from the feeling that someone else who is present has the responsibility to intervene. It is easier to refrain from speaking up if one assumes that someone else has a greater obligation to do so. Sometimes, the bystander effect flows from “social influence”—from bystanders observing others declining to intervene and therefore deeming this failure to act the “correct” course of action. If no one else is choosing to speak up, perhaps there are good reasons for that bystander to remain silent as well.

Both of these rationales are readily observable in well-publicized cases of harassment in which bystanders failed to speak out. The notion of “diffused responsibility” clearly emerges in stories involving Matt Lauer’s sexual misconduct. Because so many people knew about Lauer’s misbehavior—including (presumably) NBC management—everyone assumed that someone else would act on these concerns. After attending a roast in Lauer’s honor surrounded by thousands of people, including “the most powerful people in media,” where a repeated punchline involved Lauer “pushing himself on people,” one could readily assume that someone else would eventually report his misbehavior. An example of the “social influence” aspect of the bystander effect emerges from an exami-
nation of Harvey Weinstein’s sexual misconduct. A former employee of the Weinstein Company described hearing warnings that would circulate about Weinstein’s antics, but noted that “people were [normally] talking affectionately, if eye-rollingly, about him.” And from her perspective, “if everyone else was OK with it, who was I to make a fuss?” As noted above, even the human resources department of the Weinstein Company refused to act upon allegations of Weinstein’s harassment. Under such circumstances, it would not be unreasonable for a bystander to remain silent and assume that the “correct” response was the one adopted by others in the workplace—namely, that of inaction. In this way, the bystander effect represents yet another reason for why observers of harassment choose not to come forward. As such, overcoming bystander silence and encouraging intervention will require the force of the bystander effect to be accounted for as well.

C. Bystanders Hesitate to Speak Out Due to Psychological Barriers

The third set of reasons bystanders may choose to remain silent when faced with instances of workplace harassment relate to bystanders’ own psychological barriers. Oftentimes, the ways in which bystanders think about the offensive behavior—and even think about themselves—can impact their decision about whether to come forward. With respect to bystanders’ views regarding the offensive behavior itself, studies indicate that bystanders are more likely to intervene when they observe blatant and obvious instances of harassment. For example, according to one set of researchers, observers of sexual harassment are more likely to intervene in instances of quid pro quo harassment, as compared to hostile environment harassment. Other researchers similarly have found that bystanders are more likely to report misbehavior when it is perceived as
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low in ambiguity—where the harassment of a coworker is clear. In other words, bystander intervention is more likely “when there is no doubt in [the bystander’s] mind that a coworker is being badly victimized by her or his harasser.” So one barrier to bystander intervention may arise when the bystander simply does not view the harassment as serious or blatant enough to warrant his or her involvement.

An additional psychological barrier that might prevent bystanders from reporting harassment lies in the often-nuanced nature of the harasser and his actions; these scenarios often defy a stark “good and evil” narrative. For example, Harvey Weinstein was undoubtedly a monster in his treatment of women and subordinates, but many would characterize him as a genius in terms of his talent, with countless actors and entertainers praising Weinstein over the years for his assistance to their careers. According to one report, “at the annual awards ceremonies, [Weinstein] has been thanked more than almost anyone else in movie history, ranking just after Steven Spielberg and right before God.” Matt Lauer likewise represented a complicated combination of hero and villain to many of his colleagues. For years, he enjoyed a reputation as “America’s Dad,” as the nice guy who Americans welcomed into their living rooms each morning. Even Lauer’s co-host, Savannah Guthrie, expressed tremendous conflict in the wake of the revelations about his behavior; she praised the bravery of the woman who had come forward to expose Lauer but tearfully proclaimed to be “devastated” at these disclosures and called Lauer a “dear, dear friend.”

In this way, a bystander may have more complicated feelings about a harasser than does the target of the harassment herself. For instance, bystanders’ feelings of disgust at observing such misconduct may be tempered by their own positive interactions with the wrongdoer. They may feel torn about coming forward to report abusive behavior that they observe when such behavior is engaged in—not by an individual who they
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can readily and easily characterize as wicked—but rather by someone who they may previously have admired and respected.\textsuperscript{128} The screenwriter, producer, and actor, Scott Rosenberg, captured this tension perfectly in the social media post that he shared in the wake of the Harvey Weinstein scandal breaking. He noted that “[e]verybody-f–ing-knew” about Weinstein’s misconduct, but admitted that “in the end, I was complicit. I didn’t say s–. I didn’t do s–. Harvey was nothing but wonderful to me. So I reaped the rewards and I kept my mouth shut.”\textsuperscript{129}

A final internal psychological barrier that may prevent bystanders from reporting harassment relates to a bystander’s (mis)understanding of their own inclinations. People often assume that they will act in a particular way when faced with offensive behavior, but “[p]eople don’t always do what they think they will in real-life situations.”\textsuperscript{130} In a 2012 experiment, for example, study participants either read about examples of sexual harassment or observed the harassment in a staged setting.\textsuperscript{131} In both cases, the participants overestimated how they would respond to such harassment, anticipating objections or protests that never materialized.\textsuperscript{132} In another study, researchers examined how female participants expected to respond to offensive questions asked during a job interview.\textsuperscript{133} The participants expected to feel angry or to confront their harassers when faced with the offensive questions (which included, for example, questions about whether the job applicant had a boyfriend, or whether women should be required to wear bras at work),\textsuperscript{134} and most participants expected to refuse to answer such questions.\textsuperscript{135} Yet when they actually experienced these offensive questions as part of mock interviews, all fifty of the participants answered the offensive questions.\textsuperscript{136}

Notably, this disparity between someone’s anticipated response to harassment and their actual response to the behavior may be even more pronounced when harassment is not directed at the individual in question, but rather at a fellow coworker— as mere bystanders to the harassment, they may feel even more psychologically distanced from the misconduct.\textsuperscript{137} But as disconcerting and disappointing as it may be to realize that neither targets of, nor bystanders to, harassment expose that behavior to
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the degree that they expect, the silver lining is that these groups maintain laudable intentions: bystanders do not appear to stay silent out of apathy regarding the wrongful conduct, or out of any malice toward the victim of such conduct. Bystanders seem to want to speak up, and in fact approach these fraught situations believing that they will do so. In the moment, however, other forces act to inhibit this response. Accordingly, one might wonder whether those inhibitions might be overridden—perhaps, whether some other force might nudge bystanders back into a position of speaking out.

IV. A Bystander Bounty as a Means to Encourage Reporting

If it is clear that we need bystanders to come forward and report the sexual harassment that they observe in the workplace—and if it is equally clear that, under the current system, they decline to do so, often for quite valid reasons—then employers, the government, and the legal system as a whole must adopt a different approach for encouraging these bystanders to speak up. Merely expanding the existing (questionably effective) harassment training tools that employers already use to somehow include bystanders as well cannot be the answer; employees seem no more likely to be engaged in “canned webinar training” regarding bystander intervention than they have been with respect to sexual harassment training more generally. Instead, a more novel approach seems to be warranted—an approach that perhaps requires looking outside of the context of workplace sexual harassment entirely. There are other situations in which individuals exhibit reluctance to speak up and report wrongdoing that they observe—but that reluctance can sometimes be overcome through financial incentives. Specifically, under a federal law known as the False Claims Act, private individuals who report and pursue lawsuits against those who have defrauded the government may receive a portion of the money recovered. Importing aspects of this system into the sexual harassment context could encourage reluctant bystanders to come forward here as well.
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As noted above, the problem of bystanders remaining silent is not unique to workplace sexual harassment. In a host of other contexts—including that of financial wrongdoing at work—misconduct often is observed by many yet disclosed by few. According to one prominent attorney who represents financial whistleblowers, “huge percentages of people know stuff . . . . They’re just not speaking up.” One of his clients—a whistleblower who disclosed wrongdoing within the firm JPMorgan Chase, culminating in a $267 million penalty against the company—echoed this view, stating that “[i]here were a dozen people I worked with who knew the same information I knew and still didn’t report anything.”

In the context of financial wrongdoing, the government has deployed a powerful tool to encourage otherwise-reluctant bystanders to step forward. The False Claims Act (FCA) was originally enacted in 1863 as a tool to prevent fraud by defense contractors during the Civil War. In its current form, the FCA allows private citizens who learn of fraud against the United States to bring suit on behalf of the federal government and, under what is known as the FCA’s qui tam provisions, potentially share in any financial recovery that results from those suits. While the amount of a qui tam award varies from case to case, a private citizen bringing one of these claims generally can receive between 15% and 30% of the government’s total recovery.

The mechanics of qui tam litigation are fairly straightforward. After a private individual learns about what the individual believes to be a “false claim” against the government—the overcharging for goods or services, charging for services never provided, making false reports about the quality of a product, or another scheme to cheat or defraud the government—that individual may file an action in federal court. Initially, any action filed by a private individual will remain “under seal” with the court,
meaning that the contents of the complaint will be kept confidential and not released to the general public. The complaint will stay under seal for sixty days, during which time it will be served upon the federal government, giving the government the opportunity to investigate the charges and determine whether it wants to intervene in the litigation. If the federal government does intervene, it will take primary responsibility for prosecuting the action; if it does not intervene, the private individual who initially filed the complaint may pursue the action themself.

If the plaintiff establishes the defendant’s liability in FCA litigation, the government may recover treble damages, as well as impose significant penalties. This structure has resulted in astronomical awards for the government over the years, as well as significant awards for the private individuals who have initiated such suits. Indeed, since 1986, the government has collected more than $70 billion under the False Claims Act. Just in 2021, among other awards, the government collected a $50 million payout from Navistar Defense, LLC related to inflated prices for a defense vehicle that the company produced. The whistleblower in that case collected just over $11 million for their role in exposing the fraud. That same year, another defense contractor, Insitu, Inc., settled a qui tam suit related to the alleged overcharging of the government for $25 million, with the whistleblower collecting $4.62 million as an award.

Following the example of these qui tam suits, in 2011, in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis and Bernie Madoff scandal, the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) set up its own whistleblower program to encourage individuals to report corporate malfeasance—and likewise gave whistleblowers a “bounty” from any successful claims, ranging from 10% to 30% of the amount collected by the government. As of January 2022, the SEC had distributed $1.2 billion in bounty awards. In 2015, the government collected $267 million from JPMorgan Chase after a whistleblower helped to expose a “pattern of self-dealing” at the bank.
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with the whistleblower receiving a $13 million award. In 2009, the government collected $780 million from UBS, awarding the whistleblower in that case $104 million.

Of course, it is possible that these whistleblowers would have chosen to report the financial misconduct that they observed even without this potential financial reward; their consciences and collective sense of morality may have compelled them to speak up without the possibility of compensation. But deciding to come forward and expose wrongdoing can be a difficult decision for many people; it can be “a psychologically fraught, existentially decisive act.” One’s family may not approve of their decision; one’s friends or coworkers may see this exposure as a personal betrayal. In many cases, exposing wrongdoing within an organization where someone works may jeopardize their continued employment. Therefore, “having statutory protections insulating a whistleblower from some of the associated costs provides a necessary sense of security for individuals contemplating blowing the whistle and encourages them to take the leap and make the information public.” Moreover, regardless of whether the financial reward is the inducement that encourages a bystander to report or whether the reward simply is an extra bonus for someone who was inclined to report wrongdoing anyway, these bounties will attract significant attention—likely resulting in more widespread reporting.
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observed, “[i]f more people know that it can pay to sound the alarm, more people will sound the alarm.”172 In this way, injecting a financial reward into any system seems quite likely to reduce the degree of wrongdoing within that system.

B. Replicating Qui Tam in the Context of Harassment: Using a Bystander Bounty to Encourage the Reporting of Sexual Harassment at Work

In the context of financial wrongdoing and other types of fraud against the government, whistleblowing—combined with a financial reward for the whistleblower—has proven to be an effective means for exposing wrongdoing in the workplace.173 While whistleblowers often feel torn about whether to report the wrongdoing they observed,174 the financial incentives that have been put in place—whether through qui tam litigation or the SEC’s program—seem to encourage a significant number of bystanders to come forward.175 As noted above, bystanders to workplace sexual harassment experience much of the same reluctance about reporting wrongdoing as do their counterparts in a financial context.176 They experience the same deep concerns about the retaliation that might result from disclosing what they have observed, the same pressures to abide by workplace norms, and the same hopes that “someone” (i.e., someone else) will speak up.177 Perhaps, then, the financial incentives that have been so effective in the financial context also might have a role to play here. Perhaps a bystander bounty might motivate observers of workplace sexual harassment to likewise report this wrongdoing.

Notably, the use of “bounties” to encourage reporting of various types of behavior has received much attention in recent months.178 In September 2021, Texas Senate Bill 8 (SB8)179 went into effect, which, among other things, uses a bounty system to encourage private individuals within Texas to report on—and ultimately bring lawsuits against—individuals who perform abortions that are banned under the law, or who “[k]nowingly engage[] in conduct that aids or abets the performance or induce-
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ment of an abortion.” These lawsuits, which can result in statutory damages of at least $10,000 plus costs and attorneys’ fees, can be brought by “[a]ny person, other than an officer or employee of a state or local governmental entity in this state.” In other words, Texas has foregone having state officials enforce its new abortion restriction and instead has “activated and incentivized this army of private deputies,” creating a system that even the Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court referred to as involving a “bounty.” Regardless of what one thinks of such tactics by Texas, there is little doubt about the efficacy of this bounty system. In the wake of the law’s passage, the number of abortions performed in Texas has been dramatically reduced, with reports indicating that abortions may have decreased by as much as 60% in the first month after the law went into effect. Seeing the impact of this system within Texas, jurisdictions outside of Texas have examined the possibility of using bounties to disincentivize other types of conduct.


181. Tex. Health & Safety Code § 171.208(b)(2); see also Astor, supra note 180.

182. Tex. Health & Safety Code § 171.208(a) (emphasis added); see also Sorkin, supra note 178 (asserting that SB8 “allows almost anyone anywhere in the United States to pursue a claim of at least [$10,000] against anyone in Texas who they believe has ‘aided or abetted’ in any abortion performed or induced after 6 weeks of pregnancy”).

183. Sorkin, supra note 178.

184. Transcript of Oral Argument at 50, Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. 222 (2021) (No. 21-463) (Chief Justice Roberts asking the Texas Solicitor General to “assume that the bounty is not $10,000 but a million dollars”); see also Sorkin, supra note 178.

185. See Sorkin supra note 178; see also Lizzie Widdicombe, How Texas Abortion Volunteers Are Adapting After S.B. 8, New Yorker (Oct. 6, 2021), https://www.newyorker.com/news/annals-of-activism/how-texas-abortion-volunteers-are-adapting-after-sb-8 [https://perma.cc/YT3F-XN2Z] (observing that, in the wake of the Supreme Court’s refusal to strike down SB8, “getting an abortion in Texas, which was already extremely difficult, became almost impossible”).


187. Indeed, prior to the Supreme Court hearing argument in the case challenging SB8, gun rights groups filed an amicus brief worrying that “copycat laws” might use a bounty system to threaten the rights of gun owners. See Sorkin, supra note 178; see also Brief of Firearms Policy Coalition as Amici Curiae in Support of Petitioners at 1, Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. 222 (2021) (No. 21-463) [hereinafter Brief of Firearms Policy Coalition] (citing concern that laws applying bounties “could just as easily be used by other States to restrict First and Second Amendment rights or, indeed, virtually any settled or debated constitutional right”). In fact, California Governor Gavin Newsom recently signed legislation that will allow private citizens to sue anyone who “imports, distributes, manufactures or sells illegal firearms in California,” and which provides $10,000 in damages for each weapon involved in any alleged violation. See Hannah Wiley, Newsom Signs Gun Law Modeled After Texas Abortion Ban, Setting Up Supreme Court Fight, L.A. Times (July 22, 2022), https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-07-22/newsom-signs-gun-bill-modeled-after-texas-abortion-ban-setting-up [https://perma.cc/W4J-A2SS]; see also Lawrence Hurley, Analysis: Texas Abortion Law Opens Door to Copycat Curbs on Guns,
This recognition that, across many contexts, bounties have created a powerful incentive to motivate reluctant observers to report on the (mis)behavior of others indicates that a “bystander bounty” in the context of workplace sexual harassment could serve as a powerful tool for exposing and reducing this workplace conduct. To a certain extent, the notion of whistleblowing already has played a role in the revealing of workplace sexual harassment. The #MeToo Movement can be seen as “a form of whistleblowing, or even ‘mass whistleblowing,’” and in the wake of #MeToo, many employers moved to enhance their whistleblowing resources more generally. Other commentators have explicitly discussed the need to “incentivize making these accusations [of sexual harassment] in the public discourse.” Incorporating a bounty system into the existing legal framework for reporting and prosecuting harassment might provide precisely this type of incentive.

Under this proposed bystander bounty system, if a bystander came forward to disclose workplace sexual harassment, and if that support ultimately manifested in a successful civil lawsuit against the perpetrator of the harassment, the bystander would receive a share of any recovery from the lawsuit. Just like in the context of financial whistleblowing, the bystander would serve as the ignitor that could set the wheels of justice in motion, but the ability to collect a financial award would depend on the success of the ensuing litigation. Moreover, following the qui tam model, any suit filed in this context could be kept under seal while the claims were investigated. This investigation most significantly would include discussions with the “direct” victim of the harassment to determine their willingness to support the litigation: if the direct victim of the harassment chose not to proceed, either as a plaintiff in the suit or even as a witness, then it is likely that the suit would be unsuccessful and perhaps dismissed.

Other Rights, REUTERS (Dec. 15, 2021, 12:41 PM), https://www.reuters.com/world/us/texas-abortion-law-opens-door-copycat-curbs-guns-other-rights-2021-12-15 [https://perma.cc/Y4M3-DXEG] (noting that other states may pass similar legislation). Relatedly, during the oral arguments of the same SB8 challenge, Justice Sotomayor expressed concern about a similar bounty system being used to penalize other types of conduct, such as same-sex marriage or consensual sexual conduct. Sorkin, supra note 178; see also Brief of Firearms Policy Coalition, supra, at 11 (“Similar tactics, could, of course, be applied to deter the exercise of many other constitutional rights or, indeed, any form of disfavored behavior . . . .”).
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189. See Kayleena Makortoff, How Whistleblowing Became an Industry in the Wake of #MeToo, THE GUARDIAN (Dec. 25, 2019), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/dec/25/how-whistleblowing-became-an-industry-in-the-wake-of-metoo [https://perma.cc/D46L-PWPS] (observing that one law firm that specialized in whistleblower cases described the aftermath of #MeToo as a “‘feeding frenzy’ among companies keen to put stronger safeguards and structures in place for staff seeking to flag illegal or concerning behaviour”).

190. Doty, supra note 86, at 58; see generally Porter, supra note 84 (discussing need to revise retaliation laws to encourage reporting of sexual harassment).

191. See supra Part IV.A.

192. In this manner, these bystander bounty suits share characteristics with charges brought by the state against alleged perpetrators of domestic violence and sexual assault,
To be sure, courts would have to establish clear parameters for these claims, including clearly articulating the type of disclosure and degree of support that would be required of the bystander to trigger their entitlement to a bounty. For example, this “bystander bounty” system should demand more than mere internal reporting of the harassment in question, but rather should require the bystander to take part in actual litigation of a claim related to the harassment—perhaps mandating that the bystander file an actual lawsuit with respect to the observed harassment.\(^\text{193}\) Moreover, as in other whistleblower cases, courts would have to establish the amount of the appropriate bounty—along with the appropriate share of a damage award that a bystander could collect after bringing one of these suits.\(^\text{194}\) In SEC whistleblower claims, the whistleblower generally collects between 10% and 30% of any amount recovered by the government.\(^\text{195}\) While those claims often involve tens of millions of dollars recovered by the government (meaning that even 10% of the award can create a huge recovery for the whistleblower), sexual harassment suits generally involve more modest payouts.\(^\text{196}\) On the one hand, this favors allowing bystanders to collect a greater percentage of the award as a bounty in order to properly incentivize them to come forward; a bystander may not be willing to risk the social, professional, and psychological ramifications of disclosure for 30% of a fairly modest award.\(^\text{197}\) On the other hand, the bystander bounty should not be used to significantly detract from the relief owed to the direct victim of the harassment; the victim should not be “penalized” by having their recovery substantially reduced due to the bystander’s participation in the claim.

One solution to this predicament could be to have this bounty added on to, as opposed to subtracted from, any recovery for the victim. For example, if a harassment victim was awarded $100,000 in damages as part of a harassment claim that was brought as a bystander suit, perhaps a 30% bystander bounty could be added to the recovery as an additional part of the remedy. In this way, the bystander bounty might function in a manner similar to punitive damages, which are calculated separately from the compensatory damages owed to a plaintiff.\(^\text{198}\) Just as punitive dam-

---

\(^{193}\) Because the harms associated with workplace sexual harassment may accrue both to the direct victim of the harassment and to any bystanders, see infra Part V.B, this suit presumably could be brought in the victim’s name, in the bystander’s name, or in both of their names jointly, depending on the degree of participation desired by the direct victim.

\(^{194}\) See generally FINDLAW, supra note 143 (discussing how the court sets the exact bounty in the context of FCA claims).

\(^{195}\) See Keefe, supra note 145.

\(^{196}\) See, e.g., Case Evaluator Report, WESTLAW, https://1.next.westlaw.com/CaseEvaluatorWln/Report/SPA/b827b519cd7149f2a68467d7865468b2?transitionType=categoryPageItem&contextData=(Sc.Default)#/Report [https://perma.cc/AV8W-NYRA]. While this report discloses multimillion dollar awards for cases in some jurisdictions, the average award in most jurisdictions is less than (and often significantly less than) $500,000. See id.

\(^{197}\) See supra Part III.

\(^{198}\) See DOUGLAS LAYCOCK, MODERN AMERICAN REMEDIES 3–4, 223 (A. James Casner et al. eds., 5th ed. 1985).
ages serve a separate purpose than compensatory damages—with punitive damages intended to punish and deter undesirable behavior, as opposed to merely “compensating” the plaintiff for the harm that they have suffered—so too would this bystander bounty serve a separate purpose than any damages paid to a direct harassment victim; while compensatory damages to the direct victim are intended to make the victim whole, the bystander’s bounty is intended to send a message, both to this particular bystander and to other bystanders who might be thinking about speaking out, regarding the need for everyone to play a role in eliminating this behavior.

Implementing a bystander bounty system of this kind has the potential to counteract many of the forces that currently deter bystanders from coming forward. First, offering a financial incentive to bystanders for reporting the wrongdoing that they observe can at least partially counteract the fears of retaliation that many bystanders expect might result from their speaking up. Presumably, a significant financial award could at least soften the blow of any professional repercussions that might result from their speaking out. Moreover, providing for a bystander bounty in this context might counteract the “bystander effect” discussed above—it might counteract the notion that “someone else” will take responsibility for speaking out about workplace sexual misconduct. Indeed, with a significant enough bounty, bystanders may be quite eager to take the lead in initiating these actions. Finally, this bystander bounty system eventually could help to diminish some of the internal psychological barriers that often prevent observers of harassment from speaking up. The more common these suits become—the more publicized and accepted it seems to report this type of workplace misconduct—the more likely observers will be able to act upon their natural inclination to report this wrongdoing, rather than having fears and concerns hold them back.

To be sure, many questions remain for a bystander bounty system of this kind. Some of the most significant concerns about this framework are addressed in the following section. Other details need to be fleshed out. For example, if a bystander bounty case settles prior to it going to trial, should the bystander receive a portion of that settlement? What if multiple bystanders step forward to report workplace harassment, either as part of a single suit or in separate actions? Should they all receive a
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204. But see infra Part V.A (discussing concerns about a bounty encouraging false claims of harassment).
205. See supra Part III.C.
206. See id.; Cunningham, supra note 7.
207. In traditional qui tam claims, a whistleblower may receive a percentage of the total recovery, whether obtained through a favorable judgment or through a settlement. False Claims Act (Qui Tam) Whistleblower FAQ, Nat’l Whistleblower Ctr., https://www.whistleblowers.org/faq/false-claims-act-qui-tam [https://perma.cc/368U-R93A].
bounty? Is there an administrative procedure that must precede any bystander suit, as there is when a direct victim files a harassment claim under Title VII?208 This Article does not purport to answer all of the questions that might be raised by this proposal. In fact, this Article does not argue that the implementation of a bystander bounty is the only—or even the most effective—means of curbing sexual harassment at work. Rather, this concept of a bystander bounty is intended to spark further discussion. If it is clear that bystanders have a significant role to play in mitigating this epidemic of harassment at work,209 and if it is clear that financial incentives have motivated bystanders to come forward in other contexts,210 then examining the applicability of a bystander bounty in this context appears to be a fruitful area to explore.

V. POTENTIAL DRAWBACKS ASSOCIATED WITH A BYSTANDER BOUNTY

As detailed above, encouraging bystanders to speak out when they observe workplace sexual harassment carries many benefits. Not only does it shed light on wrongful behavior that otherwise might go unchecked,211 but it also conveys to the entire workplace—in a way that traditional training has failed to do212—that the responsibility for creating a safe and productive workplace lies with every employee and everyone has an obligation to look out for their peers. Yet despite the clear benefits associated with encouraging bystanders to come forward, using this type of bounty system to induce such reporting presents several significant risks—most notably risks related to the proliferation of false claims, as well as risks related to the privacy and autonomy of the target of workplace harassment.

A. WILL CREATING A BYSTANDER BOUNTY SYSTEM ENCOURAGE THE REPORTING OF FALSE CLAIMS OF HARASSMENT?

One significant concern about monetizing the incentives associated with bystanders reporting workplace sexual harassment is that bystanders may act based on illicit motivations—they may report harassment not out of concern for the well-being of the victim or out of a desire to rid the workforce of this wrongful behavior, but rather because they see a potential for profit. As one group of researchers in this area observed, “While involving observers may result in more harassment problems being identified, it may also result in more false claims with serious consequences

208. In an ordinary Title VII case, a plaintiff must “exhaust” their administrative remedies by first filing a discrimination claim with the EEOC or with a comparable state agency before the plaintiff can bring suit in federal court. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e–5(e)(1), (f)(1).
209. See sources cited supra note 75.
210. See supra Part IV.A.
211. See supra Part III.
212. See supra Part II.B.
for the accused.”213 Such false claims could arise out of innocent mistakes since witnesses to harassment often will have more limited information about an allegedly inappropriate interaction than the putative victim of any harassment.214 Some may fear that injecting a financial motivation into the reporting structure might perniciously motivate individuals to make harassment claims against their peers that lack any factual or legal basis—it might motivate individuals to trump up entirely false allegations of harassment charges in a ploy to accrue financial gain. In the words of one financial crime whistleblower (who in fact refused to take any of the approximately $8 million award for which he qualified), “You end up with a whole system of people who are motivated by money, and not by justice.”215

While these concerns about false claims are understandable, they are overstated for several reasons. First, as a contextual matter, false claims in the context of sexual harassment remain relatively rare. According to the National Sexual Violence Resource Center, the prevalence of false reporting on sexual assault falls between 2% and 10% of all cases.216 While instances involving such false allegations—such as the notorious “Duke Lacrosse Scandal”217 or the later discredited gang rape allegations that appeared in a 2014 Rolling Stone article218—tend to attract signifi-


214. See Kulik, Perry & Schmidtke, supra note 71, at 48 (“[O]bservers frequently have incomplete information and a tendency to overemphasize dispositional explanations.”).


217. See Newman, supra note 216.

218. See id.
Using a “Bystander Bounty”

Significant publicity, an examination of the system as a whole reveals that such false accusations are not the norm, but rather are outliers.\textsuperscript{219} Moreover, in those rare cases where false allegations do arise, scant evidence supports financial gain as a motivation for bringing these spurious claims. According to one study—a 2017 report conducted by the U.S. National Institute of Health—individuals asserting false claims of sexual assault tend most commonly to be motivated primarily by emotional gain.\textsuperscript{220} Specifically, individuals may assert false claims of sexual assault in order to cover up their own behavior—perhaps as a teenager trying to hide their sexual activity or an adult trying to cover up adultery.\textsuperscript{221}

More importantly, to the extent that concerns remain about the potential for false claims in this context, additional safeguards against false claims can be found within existing legal rules. For example, imposing stringent pleading standards on any bystander bounty suits could minimize the risk of false claims. Under the pleading regime imposed by \textit{Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly}\textsuperscript{222} and \textit{Ashcroft v. Iqbal}\textsuperscript{223} on a very basic level, plaintiffs cannot allege facts that are “merely possible.”\textsuperscript{224} Rather, under this pleading regime, a complaint “must bring forth sufficient factual allegations that nudge a claim across the line from conceivable to plausible” by alleging facts that are “reasonable and likely to occur.”\textsuperscript{225} While this doctrine certainly contains significant nuance beyond the basic rule stated here, it would seem to indicate that a plaintiff bringing a bystander bounty suit could not move forward with a claim based on mere conjecture or generality; instead, the plaintiff would have to include fairly specific allegations in order to survive a motion to dismiss.

Moreover, any bounty system could require an even higher pleading threshold for bringing these claims—something akin to the special pleading standard required for bringing fraud claims, where the circumstances of any fraud must be pleaded “with particularity.”\textsuperscript{226} In fraud cases, courts impose this heightened pleading requirement because, as one court has observed, “Fraud is a serious charge, easy to allege and hard to prove.”\textsuperscript{227} To the extent that courts harbored similar concerns about these types of bystander bounty suits, such a heightened pleading standard could be applied here.

\textsuperscript{219} See Yan & Chavez, supra note 216.
\textsuperscript{220} See Kay, supra note 216.
\textsuperscript{221} See id.; see also Newman, supra note 216 (identifying teenagers fearful of getting in trouble—whether for sexual activity or just a missed curfew—as one of the most common reasons for a woman claiming false rape). For a somewhat different perspective regarding the prevalence of false allegations in this context, see generally Daniel B. Yeager, \textit{The Temptations of Scapegoating}, 56 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 1735 (2019).
\textsuperscript{222} Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007).
\textsuperscript{223} Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009).
\textsuperscript{225} Id.
\textsuperscript{226} See FED. R. CIV. P. 9(b).
The legal system also incorporates a fairly robust series of sanctions and penalties that can be imposed upon parties who engage in frivolous litigation. Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11, anyone filing a pleading or motion before a court is attesting that “it is not being presented for any improper purpose, such as to harass,”228 that “the claims, defenses, and other legal contentions are warranted by existing law or by a nonfrivolous argument for extending, modifying, or reversing existing law or for establishing new law,”229 and that “the factual contentions have evidentiary support or . . . will likely have evidentiary support after a reasonable opportunity for further investigation or discovery.”230 Violating any of these provisions potentially subjects a party to significant sanctions,231 including significant monetary penalties or a responsibility to pay their opponent’s reasonable attorneys’ fees.232 Admittedly, as with the pleading standards discussed above, the application of these sanctions and penalties often is more complicated than simple rule statements might imply, and prevailing in these types of counteroffensive motions can be difficult for defendants since courts are mindful of not wanting to chill individuals’ rights to bring well-intentioned legal claims (even when those claims ultimately are not successful).233 But for a bystander who sought to wholly fabricate a false harassment claim against an alleged perpetrator, potential sanctions still would remain a significant threat, hopefully deterring that bystander and others from filing unfounded claims.

Finally, as an additional safeguard against the harm that could arise from false claims in this context, courts could elect to keep these bystander bounty claims away from public access until they demonstrate sufficient indicia of reliability. As noted above, in the context of traditional qui tam claims, the plaintiff files their action “under seal,” meaning that it remains out of the public domain for a period of time—in that situation, for at least sixty days, while the government decides whether it wants to intervene in the action.234 A similar requirement could be imposed in the context of a sexual harassment bystander bounty suit. The courts could keep such suits under seal for a period of time to allow for some minimal investigation of the plaintiff’s claims, including a determination as to whether the alleged target of the harassment intends to cooperate with the suit or otherwise corroborate the allegations. Absent such cooperation or corroborations by the alleged victim, not only would con-

228. FED. R. CIV. P. 11(b)(1).
229. FED. R. CIV. P. 11(b)(2).
230. FED. R. CIV. P. 11(b)(3).
231. See FED. R. CIV. P. 11(c)(1) (empowering a court, upon finding a Rule 11 violation, to “impose an appropriate sanction on any attorney, law firm, or party that violated the rule or is responsible for the violation”).
232. See FED. R. CIV. P. 11(c)(4).
233. See FED. R. CIV. P. 11 advisory committee’s note to 1983 amendment (“The rule is not intended to chill an attorney’s enthusiasm or creativity in pursuing factual or legal theories.”).
234. See sources cited supra note 155 and accompanying text.
cerns about a false claim increase, but the suit itself would seem unlikely to succeed. As discussed in greater detail below, the alleged direct victim of any harassment will virtually always be a key witness in this type of case, such that their refusal to participate would undermine the bystander’s suit, likely to a fatal degree.\textsuperscript{235} Thus, a court could dismiss any claims not sufficiently corroborated during the established period of time without ever lifting the seal under which they were filed, significantly minimizing the ramifications of any claims that turned out to be false.

B. \textbf{WILL CREATING A BYSTANDER BOUNTY SYSTEM VIOLATE THE PRIVACY INTERESTS OF VICTIMS WHO WOULD PREFER NOT TO DISCLOSE THEIR EXPERIENCE?}

Another significant concern about creating a bounty for bystanders who report claims of workplace sexual harassment is that doing so might lead bystanders to usurp the wishes of harassment victims. If a direct victim of harassment herself does not wish to report the behavior—if she wishes to keep this potentially traumatic, embarrassing, or painful experience private—why should her coworker be permitted not only to violate that desire but to financially profit from doing so? As noted above, sexual harassment can be a humiliating, harrowing, and disempowering experience—one that can manifest in dire physical, emotional, and psychological trauma for its victims.\textsuperscript{236} Any system set up to deal with (and presumably reduce) sexual harassment in the workplace must account for the interests of those who are victims of that harassment. It would defy logic to try to mitigate this harassment with a system that further traumasizes the victims of this behavior.

While these concerns undoubtedly are valid, various steps could be taken to implement this bystander bounty system in a manner that would protect direct victims from further trauma. For example, to the extent that a harassment victim’s concerns revolve around maintaining her privacy, the “in camera” mechanism previously discussed—where bystander bounty complaints would be kept under seal with the court while the claims were investigated—could provide protection in this respect.\textsuperscript{237} Moreover, from a practical perspective, a bystander likely could not successfully pursue a bounty claim without the cooperation of the original harassment victim. If the original victim of the harassment declines to corroborate the bystander’s allegations—or even perhaps denies the allegations—the bystander bounty suit seems unlikely to proceed. This, in many ways, parallels the situation that arises in the context of domestic violence or sexual assault allegations. In some cases, a victim of domestic violence or sexual assault may elect not to press charges against her attacker, perhaps due to concerns about her own safety, the safety of her

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{235} See infra Part V.B.\textsuperscript{236} See supra Parts II, III.A.\textsuperscript{237} See sources cited supra notes 154–55 and accompanying text.}
loved ones, or due to intimidation or psychological trauma. In such cases, as much as the state may wish to pursue charges against the perpetrator of the violence or assault, it may become virtually impossible to do so. Without the cooperation—or at least corroboration—of this essential witness, the state’s case often falls apart. So too, in the context of a bystander bounty for workplace harassment; while the bystander may suffer real harm from witnessing this behavior, and may themselves wish to vindicate these harms by bringing this type of claim, they will be unlikely to succeed without the cooperation of the target of the harassment.

These concerns about a harassment victim’s privacy and autonomy, while unquestionably important and valid, also must be examined within a broader context. Workplace sexual harassment is not only personal harm; it also causes broader, more collective damage. On a basic level, harassment can significantly damage the organization within which it occurs. One need only look at the ripple effects of the scandals involving Harvey Weinstein, Matt Lauer, and countless others to recognize the organizational harm that likewise arises from workplace sexual harassment. As Professor Nancy Leong has observed, “Institutions have purposes . . . [or] mission[s],” and “[w]hen other interests compete or interfere with an institution’s mission, the institution is weakened and becomes less effective at fulfilling its mission . . . .”


239. See supra note 238; see also Littlefield, supra note 238.

240. See Knight, supra note 238 (“This lack of cooperation often impedes the successful prosecution of domestic violence cases and makes some cases downright impossible to prove.”); see also Pukaniuk, supra note 238 (citing “insufficient evidence,” “contradicting statements,” and “no independent witnesses” as common reasons for dropping domestic violence charges in California).

241. See supra Part III.A.

242. See Knight, supra note 238; Littlefield, supra note 238; Pukaniuk, supra note 238. Of course, because workplace sexual harassment may take place in a somewhat more public setting than domestic violence or sexual assault—both of which commonly occur out of the sight of any other witnesses—it may be somewhat easier to proceed in a bystander harassment case without the direct victim’s cooperation than it would be in these other contexts.
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245. Leong, supra note 1, at 971 (internal quotation omitted).

246. Id. While Professor Leong’s research in this context focuses on consensual relationships within institutions, where some power disparity exists between participants in the
Lauer scandals not only involved horrific physical, emotional, and psychological damage for the women who were targeted, but also inflicted tremendous harm upon the organizations within which their perpetrators worked. Employees lost faith in their employers’ mission; entire companies were branded as bad actors (in some cases, rightfully so) based upon this highly publicized misconduct; in the case of the Weinstein Company, financial ruin soon resulted.

Allowing bystanders to remain silent when they observe harassment also can increase this appalling behavior, impacting other women in the workplace. According to one set of researchers, “When observers are excused from responsibility for [sexual harassment] prevention, this enhances the ambiguity around defining [sexual harassment] and diminishes the moral intensity of the issue.” Indeed, according to these researchers, “[O]ver time, nonintervention [by bystanders] actually may create an environment that encourages [sexual harassment].” Thus, while the intended target of workplace harassment may choose not to pursue their rights by disclosing their harasser’s misdeeds, the harm that he or she has experienced—while primary—is not the only harm in play. It may be in the interest of the organization to seek consequences for a workplace harasser.

Finally, in addition to the harm suffered by the organization as a whole as a result of workplace sexual harassment, bystanders themselves may be victims of this behavior. In her article, Them Too, Professor Nancy Leong explores the harm that third parties suffer when sexual behavior (even of a “consensual” nature) takes place within a workplace or other institution. Observing that “sexual behavior does not occur in a vacuum,” she argues that such behavior “occurs in a particular context and therefore has significant consequences beyond the participants in the behavior.” Professor Leong describes significant harms that others—bystanders—may experience from being exposed to a sexualized workplace, particularly where that sexualization occurs within the context of an institutional power disparity; individuals may experience material losses, such as the loss of a job or other professional opportunity, particularly when sexual favoritism toward the object of harassment is in play. They may experience decreased enjoyment of their job or a tense work-
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place environment due to sexual behavior. Leong further notes that this workplace sexual behavior may exacerbate existing gender inequities at work. Again, Professor Leong finds these potential concerns even in the context of consensual sexual relationships at work, where an institutional power disparity exists. One would imagine that the consequences for bystanders would be even more dire after witnessing what they believed to be nonconsensual workplace sexual (mis)behavior. Thus, even if the intended targets of workplace sexual harassment may not wish to pursue justice against the perpetrators of such conduct, bystanders separately may have an interest in seeking a remedy for the harm that they experienced from this behavior.

VI. CONCLUSION

One of the most telling quotes that has emerged from the endless rehashing of the #MeToo Movement comes from one of Harvey Weinstein’s former assistants: “I feel sick that his bullying was allowed to flourish in public and no one ever said, ‘This isn’t acceptable.’ If you raised it, you were laughed off as naive; there was the underlying feeling that maybe you just weren’t good enough to really impress him.” For a variety of reasons, bystanders simply must be encouraged to speak up—to no longer look away from or deny or laugh off the mistreatment of others in the workplace. Bystanders facilitate the greater exposure of these misdeeds, providing more eyes and ears than just those of the victim. Encouraging bystanders to come forward also can shift the culture of a workplace, communicating in an unambiguous way that harassment will not be tolerated in that environment. Perhaps most importantly, involving bystanders in the solution to workplace sexual harassment signals to others in the workplace (and to society at large) that sexual harassment is not a problem experienced by a few individuals—but who
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260. One additional concern that has come up in the context of these bystander bounty claims is perhaps best (if unartfully) described as their “ick factor”—the idea that it somehow devalues the good deed of reporting workplace sexual harassment if one receives monetary compensation for doing so. Without negating or otherwise downplaying that reaction, this Article leaves such ethical and philosophical questions for another day. The focus of this Article simply is to suggest a different approach to resolving the seemingly intractable problem of workplace sexual harassment—to start a new conversation regarding this important topic. To the extent that this approach might prove effective in reducing workplace harassment, this Article leaves it to others to debate any moral or ethical consequences associated with the bounty mechanism that has been suggested for spurring this change.
261. Gentleman & Watt, supra note 117.
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263. See Fink, supra note 28, at 297–306 (arguing that reducing harassment requires shifting workplace culture).
are directly targeted by such behavior.\textsuperscript{264} Rather, sexual harassment is part of a shared problem, one which all members of society have an obligation to fight.

The handwringing surrounding sexual harassment at work—regarding the pervasiveness of the problem and the dearth of effective solutions—is in many ways understandable. Sexual harassment taps into topics that individuals often find difficult to discuss: sex, power, inequality, and secrecy. It is hard to find solutions for a problem that society still struggles to fully understand. Moreover, as noted above, sexual harassment often plays out in ways that feel complicated, both for those who experience the behavior and for those who observe it, tapping into rational fears about retribution for exposing the behavior and forcing people to reconceive individuals who they perhaps once admired or respected.\textsuperscript{265} Yet the time has long passed to find a better remedy for this seemingly intractable workplace problem because the consequences for failing to do so are simply too dire.\textsuperscript{266} This Article has suggested one possible new approach to this dilemma.

While providing a bounty to bystanders to encourage them to report harassment is not the only approach to solving this problem,\textsuperscript{267} the use of a financial incentive—a bounty—to encourage bystanders to come forward has worked well in other contexts, including contexts where bystanders may experience countervailing forces similar to those present for observers of sexual harassment context.\textsuperscript{268} Concerns about retaliation for speaking up may never go away, and people may always fall prey to psychological forces that seem to normalize remaining silent. But self-interest can be a powerful force. If a financial incentive can push individuals past their fears and discomfort and nudge them to step forward, then such a bounty—if applied with appropriate safeguards in place—may be one piece of the solution that moves the conversation about workplace sexual harassment away from handwringing and toward real progress.

\textsuperscript{264} See generally id.
\textsuperscript{265} See supra Part III.C.
\textsuperscript{266} See McGirt, supra note 128 (bemoaning the “opportunity costs paid by the millions of women who privately abandon promising career paths, or who would face poverty and ruin if they were forced to leave their low-wage jobs” when harassment remains unreported).
\textsuperscript{267} See, e.g., EEOC TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 4, at 66–71 (providing summary of recommendations); Bisom-Rapp, Sex Harassment Training, supra note 56, at 74–75 (describing various suggestions for reducing workplace harassment); cf. Fink, supra note 28, at 285–86, 289, 308–14, 320–26, 331 (suggesting use of the faithless servant doctrine to penalize and deter harassment).
\textsuperscript{268} See supra Part IV.A.